Sexuality Studies

✓ Major and minor
✓ Major has 9 focuses – including LGBT Studies
✓ An interdisciplinary field of study that examines how social, historical, psychological, literary, legal, biological, and political contexts shape sexual practices, expressions, identities, and representations.
✓ Director: Professor Shannon Winnubst (winnubst.1@osu.edu)
✓ For more information visit sexualitystudies.osu.edu

Women’s, Gender, and Sexuality Studies

✓ Major and minor
✓ An interdisciplinary field of research and teaching that places gender and its intersection with sexuality, as well as class, race, ethnicity, nationality, dis/ability, and age at the center of inquiry. It raises many questions about gender and sexuality as socially and culturally constructed phenomena that affect our personal lives, artistic expression, social relationships, and the ways we think about ourselves and the world.
✓ Director: Jill Bystydzienski (bystydzienski.1@osu.edu)
✓ For more information visit wgss.osu.edu